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MARITIME RESEARCH INSTITUTE NETHERLANDS
BETTER SHIPS, BLUE OCEANS

MARIN is a globally recognised top institute for maritime research. Our mission is 'Better Ships, Blue Oceans': we stand for clean, smart and safe shipping and sustainable use of the sea. We do this as an independent knowledge partner for the maritime sector, government and society.





News
Global
Report magazine latest edition


28 Mar 2024

Global
Follow-up Bubbles Project


8 Mar 2024

Global
GROW campaign Voor de WIND!


7 Mar 2024

All news
Events
Conferences
Blueweek 2024


8 Apr 2024 - 12 Apr 2024

Conferences
International Partnering Forum (IPF) 


22 Apr 2024 - 25 Apr 2024

Trade
OTC | Offshore Technology COnference


6 May 2024 - 9 May 2024

All events
Publications
Magazine
Testing Aikido Technologies self-installing floating wind turbine


20 Dec 2024

Magazine
NEVESBU HVDC Substation concept model tests at MARIN


29 Mar 2024

Paper
An Experimental Study on Visualisation and Passive Control of Model Propeller Boundary Layers


20 Mar 2024

All publications
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Markets
Life at Sea
The sea is increasingly being regarded as a location for energy generation, food production and possible living at sea. MARIN uses high-quality hydrodynamic research to support the development of floating airports, ports, energy islands and fish and seaweed farming.
Read more

Oil and Gas
During the transition to sustainable energy, oil and gas remain essential parts of our energy mix. Using our knowledge and unique facilities, MARIN contributes to improving concepts and making operations for oil and gas extraction at sea safer.
Read more

Transport And Shipping
About 90% of international trade is transported by sea. By combining our hydrodynamic and nautical expertise with knowledge of propulsion systems and of logistic and operational aspects we make transport by water cleaner, smarter and safer.
read more

Defence
As tensions increase across the world, protection at sea is becoming ever more important. Beyond the core defence tasks, this also includes providing adequate search and rescue capability, refugee assistance and efficient customs and border patrol. MARIN operates as an independent party on the international market, cooperating with partners such as the Royal Netherlands Navy. We support the development and implementation of complex platforms and missions at sea in realistic conditions.
Read more

Renewables
The sea is becoming increasingly important for sustainable energy generation. MARIN has considerable knowledge about the behaviour of vessels and structures at sea. This enables us to contribute to efficient and sustainable solutions for (floating) wind power, floating solar panels and energy generation from tidal flows, waves and temperature differences.
read more

Passengers and Yachting
Yacht owners, passengers and crew of luxury cruise ships and ferries are demanding ever higher standards of comfort, user convenience and luxury on board. MARIN aims to make their stay at sea as sustainable, comfortable and safe as possible.
read more

Infrastructure
The availability of infrastructure, such as ports and waterways, is a basic requirement for economic development. By drawing up advisory reports, we contribute to the design and implementation of civil engineering projects, for instance for ports, tunnels, bridges and waterways. Shipping safety plays an important role in this respect.
read more

Marine Systems
Clean, smart and safe maritime operations demand sustainable solutions. As well as research into complete vessels and structures, we contribute to improving sub-systems, such as innovative propulsion, steering and stabilisation systems.
read more

Authorities and Regulators
Safe and sustainable marine operations require clear agreements and regulations. As an independent party, MARIN works together with governments, classification agencies and other market parties to develop policy advice and assess practical guidelines.
read more
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RESEARCH
We help our clients to make ships cleaner, safer and smarter, while contributing to the sustainable use of the world’s oceans.
read more
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CFD DEVELOPMENT
CFD is an important tool for obtaining a better understanding of the flow around ships and offshore structures. This programme focuses on the background development of viscous-flow CFD tools and techniques.
read more
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TIME-DOMAIN SIMULATIONS
Time-domain simulations study the motions of a structure or ship based on the force and momentum balance over a long period of time. We use these simulations for applications in engineering, experiments, simulations and on-board.
read more
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MEASUREMENT & CONTROL
Measurement and analysis are essential for acquiring knowledge from numerical and experimental studies. This programme provides the tools and techniques needed to gain insight into full-scale and model-scale physics.
read more
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OPERATIONS & HUMAN FACTORS
This program matches complex maritime operations with the capabilities of human operators eventually supported by advisory systems. It brings the end user into the design of operations and further improves the operation through studying (supported) operator performance and training development.
read more
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WAVES, IMPACTS AND HYDROSTRUCTURAL
Waves have a big impact on marine structures. In order to ensure safe design and operation, we are developing the specialist tools and competences needed to assess fatigue and ultimate loads.
read more
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MANOEUVRING & NAUTICAL STUDIES
Through this research programme we aim to help the maritime industry assess and improve the safety and efficiency of nautical operations, traffic flows and individual ships.
read more
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STABILITY, SEAKEEPING & OCEAN ENGINEERING
The aim of this research programme is to help the maritime industry to determine the operational limits and safety of floating structures such as ships and platforms and to support the development of innovative concepts for blue growth.
read more
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AUTONOMY & DECISION SUPPORT
The next evolutionary step in shipping will be the development of autonomous sailing vessels. MARIN is playing an important role in the research and testing needed to make autonomous shipping a reality.
read more
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RESISTANCE & PROPULSION
We aim to improve the prediction and evaluation of the resistance, propulsion and cavitation hindrance of ships in order to get better ships and blue oceans.
READ MORE
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The next evolutionary step in shipping will be the development of autonomous sailing vessels. MARIN is playing an important role in the research and testing needed to make autonomous shipping a reality.
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RESISTANCE & PROPULSION
We aim to improve the prediction and evaluation of the resistance, propulsion and cavitation hindrance of ships in order to get better ships and blue oceans.
READ MORE










Jips & Networks
Joint Industry Project
Foil Design

Running

The Foil Design JIP aims at achieving advanced knowledge which will assist the early design phase of new concepts of foiling vessels. The research ...
Read more

Joint Industry Project
Wageningen FC-series

Running

Wageningen FC-series is the follow-up of the F-series Joint Industry Project. The objective of Wageningen FC-series is to design and test 18 ...
Read more

Joint Industry Project
TopTier

Running

The size of deep sea container ships has increased dramatically over the past decades. The loss of containers and their impact on the marine and ...
Read more


Show all
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Contact
	MARIN
	2, Haagsteeg
	6708 PM Wageningen
	The Netherlands

	
                
            


                    
                    


+31 317 493 911
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